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                   In Focus 
  FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB NEWS 
       In our 48th year counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 

2nd— Competition Judge John Bruno                                                 

16th— Program: Scott Katenoff  “Smart Phone Photography”                  

30th– Program—Art Wolf (video) 

From the Editor’s Desk…  You will find some 

interesting articles in this issue.   Enlightening 

suggestions about equipment and techniques.  

They may give you pause before wishing for that 

new camera or lens this season.   But whatever 

you wish for may I wish you the Peace and Joy of 

the Christmas Season now and throughout the 

New Year.                               “photoJoe” Crupi 

5th— -Competition Judge Mike Direnzo                                                                                        

19th—Holiday/Christmas party :                                                                 
as customary members bring some finger food or drink to the festivities. 



Our October 31st guest speaker was Alan Algda                        

His presentation “Compositing in Photoshop”  was well 

received by the many members in attendance.  He took us 

through the functions needed to create a composite image.  

Making and refining selections, sizing and perspective, 

light direction, color match, focus and more.  His easy 

going teaching style made it easy and fun for us to follow 

but the hand outs and the inclusion of a link to his detailed 

descriptions made it all the better.  I imagine our members 

will be using these techniques in the coming months.  
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Some of our members have been unable to attend meetings.  A phone call may brighten their day.  George Pearson 

347-731-1566,  Archie Reyes 718-476-3207,  Michael Sender 347-267-7421,  Bell Smith 718-7463235, Norman 

Eng  

Reminder: Our May 2019 competition has an assigned subject “Reflections”  All 

entries in all catagories including make ups must meet this criteria.                       

Good Luck everyone. 

Michael Sender phoned from the VA hospital to report he was watching TV and saw an interesting fellow dedicated to “fall foliage” in 

the New England area.  That person’s web site its filled with information and it may be good to keep it until next fall when there is 

another opportunity for that great color of fall.  https://www.jeff-foliage.com/ 

Congratulations to our newest member Edward Xu— who was presented with an award from the Ting Dow 

Newspaper for his image of the Flushing Dragon Boat Races.  Well Done. 

Submitted by Dennis Golan 



Reprinted from NEPTUNE CAMERA NEWSLETTER        http://neptunephoto.com/newsletter.html                                                                                      

Neptune Camera 731 Franklin Ave. Garden City, NY 11530 Phone: 516.741.4484                                                                                                                                                                      

Decisions, Decisons... 

 If you can recall back in the film days when we had purely mechanical cameras, there were very few decisions to be 

made when taking the shot. You had to make sure the film was advanced to the next frame, focus, set the aperture 
and shutter speed to what the meter recommended and shoot. Today’s cameras have so many buttons and 
shooting options it can be overwhelming and frustrating. Heck, just considering the auto focus options you typically 
get, there’s single AF, continuous AF, tracking or not, face detect, eye detect, single point AF, group point AF, all 
points AF, etc, etc. So there you have at least 50 different combinations of settings just for the auto focus - yikes. If 
you have one of the more advanced cameras, they have lots of buttons that perform all kinds of different functions. 
My Olympus E-M1 MK II with the grip attached for example, has ten unique buttons each of which can be set to 
access 29 different functions. That camera is undoubtedly the most customizable camera on the market and also the 
most confusing and frustrating to set up, taking days or weeks to get a handle on. But even the most basic entry 
level cameras have thousands of combinations of settings to deal with. So when you find yourself fiddling too much 
with all the settings on your camera getting ready for a shot, there’s a simple solution. Set the ISO to manual, set the 
mode to M and turn off the auto focus. I tend to do this quite often for static scenes and find it much easier and more 
rewarding. This way if the image is screwed up for some reason you can only blame yourself and not the camera. 
And that’s a good thing, because making mistakes is how we learn - hopefully. There is of course an even simpler 
solution. Take out your smartphone and press one button. 

"I am thankful for small mercies.  I compared notes with one of my friends who expects 

everything of the universe, and is disappointed when anything is less than the best, and I 

found that I begin at the other extreme, expecting nothing, and am always full of thanks 

for moderate goods.”     Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Our presenter for November was Zim (Dien) Pham.  Her topic was 

listed as “Storytelling in photos”.  Zim started off with a detailed 

description of her life from escaping Viet Nam by helicopter during the 

war years through her experience with “Documentary” photography.  Zim 

understandably was visibly emotional as she related her story. She was 

particularly touched by the Rohingya people and difficulties in the Burma 

Bangladesh area.  She projected images of people in that region.  She 

also talked about Buddhists being persecuted by Hindus   Zim says she 

has been to 50 countries and mentioned her wedding photo assignment 

in Syria.  Her dramatic images in the area depicted structures of antiquity 

that no longer exist due to war and bombings.  To earn money she now 

concentrates mostly on commercial photography.                                                                                                                                   

When asked about her equipment Zim revealed to us that she has no 

allegiance to any camera manufacturer and she emphasized that it is the 

photographer that makes the image and it doesn't matter the equipment 

they use.   She shoots in auto exposure mode and in auto focus.  Her final 

suggestions to members present was to learn your camera fully and do not 

change equipment without reason to do so.  (se related article Pg 7)                                                                   

Although some found her opening somewhat depressing at first ,her overall 

presentation was definitely enlightening.  We now had insight into the life of 

a world traveling photographer. 
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Judge: 

 

              

             

 B GROUP       CREATIVE      

IOM Tony Sicilliano  15.5  6  Dennis Golin  7.5  3 

 Bill McLernon  9.5  6  Tony Coppeta  7  3 

 Joe Macaluso  8  6 IOM Helen Repstad  7  3 

 Edward Xu  7  4  Barbara Shea  6.5  3 

 Frederick Mark  6.5  6  Joe Crupi  6.5  3 

 Sheila Golden  6.5  5  Tony Sicilliano  6.5  3 

 norman eng  6  5  Joe Macaluso  6  3 

 Sandy Nunez  5.5  2  Anne Hickey  5.5  3 

 Georgina Eng    1  Roy woelfel  5  3 

        Martin Fleischer  3.5  3 

 A GROUP       Conrad Tinney  3.5  1 

 Conrad Tinney  14  6  Bernie Gellman  2.5  1 

 Richard DeDalto  12.5  6  Bill McLernon  2.5  3 

 Louise Destefano  12.5  6  Sharon Jackson  2  1 

IOM Sharon Jackson  12  6  Archie Reyes  2  1 

 Roy woelfel  10.5  6  Terry Chen  1.5  1 

 Bernie Gellman  10.5  6  Andrew Silver  1.5  1 

 Matsuyarma Tsunemasa  5.5  4        

 Archie Reyes  5.5  4  BLACK & WHITE     

 Uris McKay  3.5  4 IOM Martin Fleischer  9  3 

        Anne Hickey  8.5  3 

 SALON       Richard DeDalto  6  3 

 Tony Coppeta  16  6  Joe Crupi  6  3 

 Dennis Golin  15.5  6  Dennis Golin  5.5  3 

 Anne Hickey  14.5  6  Roy woelfel  5.5  3 

 Bernard Huang  14  6  Barbara Shea  5  3 

 Martin Fleischer  14  6  Joe Macaluso  5  3 

 Sherre Lin  14  6  Tony Sicilliano  5  3 

 Andrew Silver  13  6  Ramiro Agredo  4.5  2 

 Terry Chen  12.5  6  Tom Mrwik  4  3 

 Henry SzcZepanski  12  6  Sharon Jackson  4  2 

 Tom Mrwik  11.5  6  Andrew Silver  3.5  2 

IOM Ramiro Agredo  11.5  4  Bill McLernon  3.5  3 

 Lucy Pearce  9.5  6  Helen Repstad  3  3 

        Tony Coppeta  2.5  1 

        Bernie Gellman  2.5  2 

        Terry Chen  1.5  1 
Compiled by Helen Repstad 
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B group= American Bald Eagle, 

Tony Secilliano  
A group= Avoid the Quicksand, 

Sharon Jackson  

Salon Gp= 2EASAE,                         

Ramiro Agredo  

BW= Shadow Shuffle, Martin Fleischer  

Creative= Framing, 

Helen Repstad  



 
 BWA  Ramiro Agredo              Portrait                           26 
 CRE  Barbara Shea               Almost  There                    19 
 CRE  Tony Coppeta               The Window                     20 
 CRE  bill mclernon              NYC Res Custom               20

 CRE  Martin Fleischer            Hudson Line Express       20 
 CRE  Joe Crupi                  Marathon Bear                       20  
 CRE  A Hickey                   Three Row Boats                   21 
 CRE  joe macaluso               Leaf of a  different color      21 
 CRE  Roy woelfel                Jug 5656                               21 
 CRE  Tony Sicilliano   Somewhere Over The Rainbow   21 
 CRE  Dennis Golin               evilinorange                         22 
 CRE  Helen Repstad              framing                                22 
  
 DPA  Lucy Pearce                At The Lake 1                        18 
 DPA  Joe Crupi                   BW Eye Phone                        20 
 DPA  Martin Fleischer           57th St 6th Ave                    20 
 DPA  Barbara Shea               BW Rose Bud                       20 
 DPA  Andrew Silver              9106F                                   20 
 DPA  Helen Repstad              bw washday                         20 
 DPA  Dennis Golin               Shower of Sparks                  21 
 DPA  Bernard Huang              fall in bear mountain           21 
 DPA  Terry Chen                  Canyon view                         21 
 DPA  Sherre Lin                 morning fog                             21 
 DPA  Tom Mrwik                  Sky High                              22 
 DPA  Matsuyama Tsunemasa         Water Lily                   22 
 DPA  Ramiro Agredo               fairowl                                23 
 DPA  Tony Coppeta                Pumpkin                               24 
  
 DPB  joe macaluso               Charolette's  web                     18 
 DPB  norman eng                  Gicometti show                       18 
 DPB  Henry SzcZepanski          Beauty by Three                  18  
 DPB  S jackson                        Kettle                                    18 
 DPB  Roy woelfel                    Chain                                    20 
 DPB  Richard DeDalto             Hovering                              21 
 DPB  Louise Destefano            Passion Flower                     21 
 DPB  Uris McKay                    Backyard Flower                   21 
 DPB  Sheila Golden                 The Rectangular Stairway      21  
 DPB  Archie Reyes                  Buoys of Maine                       21 
 DPB  Conrad Tinney                Light                                        21  
 DPB  Tony Sicilliano               Fireworks                                 22 
 DPB  bill mclernon                  Rainbow Stairway                    22 
 DPB  Bernie Gellman              Vulture                                      22 
 DPB  A Hickey                         BW Garbage Can  Man            23 
  

.CRE  S jackson                  The Garden Wall                    19 
 CRE  Conrad Tinney              see you                                 19                                                         

Submitted by Helen Repstad 

Once again not too many high PFLI Scors. 

Congratulation to Ramiro with a 26 in Prints—well done especially with 

these tough judges. 
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“I would love to be a better photographer… if only I had a better camera.” This is a comment I hear 

every day in my gallery. What many people don’t understand is that the type of camera you use is not 

the key to improving your photography.                                                                                                                            

Pride makes it hard to admit that we are just not very good at something. Photography is no exception. Of 

course, it is much easier to blame the camera. The trouble is, if we want to take better photos, will buying a 

better camera make that happen?  Of course not.                                                                                                                        

  The truth is, you can take better photos no matter what sort of camera you have. Digital cameras have become 

so advanced that almost all cameras now have aperture and shutter speed settings, not to mention amazingly 

powerful optical zoom lenses. These are features that, until very recently, were only available on DSLR cameras. 

So if you want to take better photos, the features are right there in front of you. All you have to do is take the 

time to learn how to use them.                                                                                                                                                     

To take better photos, start with the manual that came with your camera. It will tell you how to operate the major 

settings, although it may not be so good at explaining what they are for. Then find the information you need to 

understand how those settings will help you take better photos. There are courses, workshops, books and e-

books that will tell you what you need to know.                                                                                                                                                

If you do pay good money for a course or e-book, make sure it is about taking better photos. These days, a lot of 

the information out there is about fixing your photos on a computer and not about taking better photos.                   

A lot of what you can learn has nothing to do with the camera. That’s right. You can improve your photography 

without changing one thing about your camera. My experience in nature photography has taught me that the 

way you use the light to capture your subject makes a huge difference. The weather and the time of day can 

affect the light, so your timing and patience can be the difference between a snapshot and a great photo.      

Developing an eye for composition is an essential skill that actually has nothing to do with the price tag on your 

camera. You can go a long way toward better photography by learning to think like an artist, not like a tourist. A 

good guide to photography should teach you this important element of photography.                                                                                

Here are a few simple examples:    If you are photographing a waterfall, try looking at the scene creatively. 

Perhaps you can stand back and take a photo that follows the flow of water upstream, with the waterfall in the 

background. You might find a more interesting angle looking through the branches of a tree. There is always an 

alternative to just snapping the most obvious shot.                                                                                                           

When photographing people and animals, think about the best way to position them to make a stronger 

composition. Instead of putting them in the middle of the photo looking straight at the camera, try positioning 

them to one side, looking in toward the center of the picture.                                                                                                   

These are just a couple of simple ideas to get you thinking. The point is this: you can take great strides to 

becoming a better photographer by concentrating on the artistic aspects of the craft, rather than just the 

technical.                                                                                                                                                                                       

Of course, many things you can do with a compact camera, you can do even better if you have a DSLR camera. 

But buying a better camera is not going to help you take better photos if you just switch it to automatic and keep 

taking snapshots. So here’s my tip: don’t overspend.  Just buy the camera you can afford, then really learn how 

to use it. It’s as simple as that. No matter which camera you have, you can take better photos with a bit of 

knowledge and a bit of practice. If you decide to upgrade later, so be it, but learning the basics of good 

photography will get you a lot further than succumbing to the “if only I had a better camera” mindset.  Now, if 

only I had better golf clubs…                                                                                                                                                       

About the Author: Andrew Goodall writes for http://www.naturesimage.com.au and is a nature photographer 

based in Australia. He manages a gallery in Montville full of landscape photography from throughout Australia.  

Good Cameras Can Take Bad Photos 

Reprinted from PictureCorrect .COM 

Have you ever shown one of your images to someone and heard them say, “What a great photo you must have a 

great camera.“   Feel insulted? 
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    An alert photographer realizes he or she has the option to make an image of just the reflected portion or include it with 

the actual subject. I suggest you do both as it’s better to decide which one you prefer when you sit at the computer rather 

than kick yourself for not doing both and wish you had. By the way, don’t limit yourself to just the outdoors. Play  with 

mirrors and do some table top set ups. A great product to use is mylar. Found at most art supply stores, a single sheet will 

provide hours of photographic fun shooting reflections of flowers and other great nature subjects                                                                                                                                                 

Visit www.russburdenphotography.com for information about his nature photography tours. 

Time To Reflect                                                                                                                                                             

The still water of a quiet morning, the shiny surface of polished metal, or the window that 

reveals a mirror image of a far away subject can help an enthusiastic photographer come 

home with excellent images. The commonality between these items is they produce a 

reflection. Interest is added to what may be a common or mundane element. With the 

reflective surface incorporated into the composition, a more intriguing way to  show the 

primary subject is unveiled. Reflections are found in many places. Step one to capture 

great shots of them simply requires one opens his or her eyes to the environment to see 

them.  

Reflections can be found in nature or in man made objects. Mirrors are the obvious first 

thought that comes to mind. Find surfaces that act like a mirror and you can easily expand 

possibilities in your compositions. The next time it rains, look for a puddle to see the 

surroundings inverted in its water. If you live in a city with lots of lights, note how they 

reflect off the streets simply because the surface is wet. Rather than just photograph city 

lights, include the shimmering neon glow reflected on the pavement.                                           

Any glass surface has reflective potential. Based on the angle at which it’s viewed and the 

direction of light, reflections can be very strong. Look at any window from different angles 

to see how changing your vantage point helps emphasize or eliminate a subject reflected 

in its surface. Use a polarizer to heighten the effect of the reflection but be careful 

because spinning it to a specific point can also obliterate it. Be it an image captured in a 

single pane of glass or of multiple buildings reflecting their shapes into a towering glass 

skyscraper, use both your wide angle and telephoto eyes to find the best images.  

Water is often used by photographers to create great reflection shots. A still and quiet 

morning at a lake just about guarantees you’ll get a reflection. Coupled with a gloriously 

colored sunrise and the potential to come home with a winner is amplified. If you live 

along the coast, go to the tide pools at low tide to get shots of the sea life reflected in the 

water that surrounds them. Head outside after a soaking rain and look for puddles. Walk 

360 degrees around them and look for potential photographs. Get low to the ground to 

impact what you see in the reflection. Bring a large plastic baggy to lay upon if you don’t 

want to get wet.  

Since our assigned subject for May 2019 is “Reflections” I went to our long time life member and professional photographer 

Russ Burden for any tips he may have on the subject.  Russ immediately responded with text and images to help our members 

in capturing those images needed for the competition.  Russ is always there for FCC members.  Consider joining one of his 

photography tours as many of our members have.  His enthusiasm on these trips is contagious and he always gets you to the 

best locations for great images.  Joe Crupi 

                                                                            Happy Holidays Everybody 
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